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Has the Earth warmed?

IsIs thisthis warmingwarming significantsignificant and and importantimportant??

Die Sonne als Klimatreiber?
Klima:Klima: Beeinflusst die Sonne das Klima und trBeeinflusst die Sonne das Klima und träägt sie gt sie 

zum gegenwzum gegenwäärtigen Klimawandel bei?rtigen Klimawandel bei?

1900                                          1960

Muir & Riggs Glaciers, Alaska



Is there Proof for Global Warming?

68



More illustrations of global change

1998

Lake Castle in Udaipur, India

2005



Some
Consequences

of Global 
Climate Change

Extreme weather events 

Rising sea 
level



Is the Recent Temperature Rise 
Extraordinary?

Mann et al.; Moberg et al.

Various temperature reconstructions suggest that the Earth is Various temperature reconstructions suggest that the Earth is 
hotter now than in the last 2000 yearshotter now than in the last 2000 years



The Life Story of Greenland IceThe Life Story of Greenland Ice

J. Beer



Larger Temperature Fluctuations were 
Common Prior to the Holocene

We live in a (rare) Interglacial period. Transitions are We live in a (rare) Interglacial period. Transitions are 
dramatic anddramatic and abrupt.abrupt.

Human civilization developed during the present Human civilization developed during the present 
Interglacial, the HoloceneInterglacial, the Holocene
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Ice Ages and Interglacials

We live in a (rare) Interglacial period. Transitions are We live in a (rare) Interglacial period. Transitions are 
dramatic anddramatic and abrupt.abrupt.

MilankowichMilankowich Theory: Changes in EarthTheory: Changes in Earth’’s orbital s orbital 
parameters cause iceparameters cause ice--age cycles. Abrupt transitions?age cycles. Abrupt transitions?
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Influence of 
Changes in  

Excentricity of 
Earth’s Orbit 

on Earth’s 
global 

Temperature 



Is Global 
Warming 

Man-
made?

Source: NASA

COCO2 2 
main manmain man--mademade
greenhouse gasgreenhouse gas



IPCC Predictions until 2100

Scenarios for emission Scenarios for emission 
of Greenhouse Gasesof Greenhouse Gases

Expect 1.5Expect 1.5--22oo warming by 2050warming by 2050

Predicted temperature Predicted temperature 
over next 100 yearsover next 100 years



Warming is uneven over the globe



Is everything understood?



Of course, this is just a simplistic 
way of looking at the problem...



Could the Sun be to blame?

�� TheThe Sun Sun deliversdelivers
1.36 kW / m1.36 kW / m22. . WeWe
getget ≈≈ 1 kW / m1 kW / m22

(at (at noonnoon, , ifif no no 
cloudsclouds))

�� In 20In 20--30 min the 30 min the 
Sun provides to Sun provides to 
Earth the yearly Earth the yearly 
energy needs of energy needs of 
HumanityHumanity

WithoutWithout sunlightsunlight , no life, no life ((OurOur
atmosphereatmosphere wouldwould cool to cool to 

belowbelow --200200oo C C withinwithin weeksweeks))



The Sun, a Star in the Prime of Life 

EveryEvery second second thethe Sun Sun 
turnsturns a a billionbillion tonstons of of 
hydrogenhydrogen intointo heliumhelium

6000 oC

15M oC



The  
Sun in 
White 
Light

Recorded by Recorded by 
the MDI the MDI 

instrument instrument 
on the  on the  

spacecraft spacecraft 
SOHOSOHO

Never look into the Sun with Never look into the Sun with 
unprotected eyes! Never ever unprotected eyes! Never ever 
with a Telescope that doesnwith a Telescope that doesn ’’ t t 

have a filter!have a filter!



The 
Dynamic 

Sun

SunspotSunspot

Prominence



The Violent   
Sun

Flare

Solar wind
and coronal
mass ejections



The dynamics and activity The dynamics and activity 
of the Sun are driven by of the Sun are driven by 

its Magnetic Fieldits Magnetic Field



Evolution 
of the 
Sun’s 

Magnetic 
Field

SequenceSequence ofof
MagnetoMagneto--
grammesgrammes

overover a Solar a Solar 
rotationrotation

MDI/SOHO MDI/SOHO 



The Magnetic Field’s Secret Dance

Simulations by Simulations by A. VA. Vööglergler (bringing the sunshine to computers)(bringing the sunshine to computers)

BrightnessBrightness Magnetic fieldMagnetic field .



SunriseSunrise
A mission aimed at 

resolving the structure and 
dynamics of the Sun’s 

magnetic field 

Balloon borne observatory with a 1Balloon borne observatory with a 1--meter telescope aiming to meter telescope aiming to 
observe observe magnetoconvectionmagnetoconvection with a resolution of 35 km on the with a resolution of 35 km on the 

Sun. First science flight planned for 2009  Sun. First science flight planned for 2009  



Solar Orbiter
A high-resolution mission to the Sun and 

inner Heliosphere (launch 2015)

�� Solar Orbiter Firsts:Solar Orbiter Firsts:
�� Observe Sun from close Observe Sun from close 

up: 5x closer than Earth up: 5x closer than Earth 
�� Provide the first images of Provide the first images of 

the Sunthe Sun’’s polar regionss polar regions
�� CoCo--rotate with Sun: rotate with Sun: 

disentangle spatial & disentangle spatial & 
temporal variationtemporal variation

�� Technical hurdles:Technical hurdles:
�� Heat load (25 x higher)Heat load (25 x higher)
�� High flux of solar energetic High flux of solar energetic 

particlesparticles



The 
Sun’s 

magnetic 
field: 
more 

than just 
skin 
deep

The magnetic field is formed in the SunThe magnetic field is formed in the Sun’’s interior by a s interior by a 
dynamo process & emerges to the surface in the form dynamo process & emerges to the surface in the form 

of loopof loop--like structures.like structures.



The magnetic 
field: more 

than just skin 
deep

The magnetic field is The magnetic field is 
formed in the Sunformed in the Sun’’s s 
interior. Oscillations  interior. Oscillations  

(Sun(Sun--quakes) allow us quakes) allow us 
to glimpse inside to glimpse inside 

((HelioHelio--seismology)seismology)



Activity Cycle of the SunActivity Cycle of the Sun

MaximumMaximumMaximumMaximum

MinimumMinimum Energetic Energetic 
radiation from radiation from 
the Sun varies the Sun varies 
by a large  by a large  
amount over the amount over the 
solar cycle: by a solar cycle: by a 
factor of 2 in the factor of 2 in the 
EUV, by a factor EUV, by a factor 
of 100 in Xof 100 in X--rays.rays.

XX--RaysRays



The magnetic The magnetic 
flux of the Sunflux of the Sun
also varies over also varies over 
thethe 1111--yearyear
solar cycle.solar cycle.

At the same At the same 
time the number time the number 
of sunspots and of sunspots and 
other indicators other indicators 
of solar activity of solar activity 
also fluctuate.also fluctuate.MaximumMaximumMaximumMaximum

Magnetic FluxMagnetic Flux MinimumMinimum

Activity Cycle of the SunActivity Cycle of the Sun



Does the Sun Influence Our 
Atmosphere?

�� Yes,Yes, but detailsbut details depend on the depend on the time scaletime scale

�� Millions to billions of years:Millions to billions of years: Sun evolves and Sun evolves and 
changes the Earth in fundamental wayschanges the Earth in fundamental ways

�� Minutes to days:Minutes to days: solar storms (flares and solar storms (flares and CMEsCMEs) ) 
produce storms in Earthproduce storms in Earth’’s magnetosphere and s magnetosphere and 
upper atmosphere (space weather)upper atmosphere (space weather)

�� Years to centuries:Years to centuries: Could changes in solar Could changes in solar 
brightness (irradiance) influence global climate?brightness (irradiance) influence global climate?



Will the Sun Swallow the Earth?

The Sun The Sun 
will become will become 

brighter & brighter & 
bigger & bigger & 

will start to will start to 
swallow its swallow its 

children, children, 
finally finally 

reaching reaching 
todaytoday‘‘s s 

Earth orbitEarth orbit

TodayToday

Red Red GiantGiant



Will the Earth really get away
unharmed?



Evolution of Sun’s Brightness

NowNow

Red Red GiantGiant

Future of the Earth?Future of the Earth?
Sackmann et al. 1997



The Sun as the Driver  
of Space Weather

Damage to technical systems, etc. 

produced by the Sun could well run 

into billions of $ per year



Sun’s Influence on a Time Scale of 
Years ...

National Enquirer 2006



Sunspots: an an early scientific 
movie 

�� Galileo Galilei und Galileo Galilei und 
Christoph Christoph ScheinerScheiner (aus (aus 
Ingolstadt) beobachteten Ingolstadt) beobachteten 
Sonnenflecken schon im Sonnenflecken schon im 
Jahre 1610 mit dem damals Jahre 1610 mit dem damals 
neu erfundenen Teleskop.neu erfundenen Teleskop.

�� Ein AuslEin Auslööser der ser der grgröösstenssten
UmwUmwäälzung in der lzung in der 
Geschichte der Geschichte der 
Naturwissenschaften: weg Naturwissenschaften: weg 
vom platonischen Ideal, hin vom platonischen Ideal, hin 
zur Beobachtung und zum zur Beobachtung und zum 
Experiment. Experiment. Galileos AufzeichnungenGalileos Aufzeichnungen



Maunder Minimum & Little Ice Age
The Maunder Minimum 
coincided with coldest part 
of the Little Ice Age: 
Is there a connection? 

H. Avercamp

Eddy 1976

Coldest decade in England since
the Little Ice Age;  1813/1814 –
last Christmas Fair on the Thames

Dalton



Cosmic Rays, the Sun & Tree Rings

Flux of cosmic rays is changed by Flux of cosmic rays is changed by 
solar activitysolar activity

��������

������ ��

Production of isotopes, Production of isotopes, 
such as such as 1414C (used for  C (used for  
radiocarbon dating)radiocarbon dating)



How did 
the Sun 
Behave 

since last 
Ice Age? 

Number of Number of 
Sunspots over last Sunspots over last 

11400 years  11400 years  
reconstructed from reconstructed from 
1414C in tree ringsC in tree rings ��

Sun is very active Sun is very active 
todaytoday compared to compared to 
last last 11000 years11000 years

Solanki et al. 2004 
Nature



J. Beer

The Life Story of Greenland IceThe Life Story of Greenland Ice
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Comparison Between Sunspot 
Number and Climate

Usoskin et al. 2003 Phys. Rev. Lett., 2005 JGR

Climate data (hockey stick curve) from Mann & Jones 2003Climate data (hockey stick curve) from Mann & Jones 2003
Period after 1970 has been removedPeriod after 1970 has been removed



Solar Cycle Length & Global Solar Cycle Length & Global 
TemperatureTemperature
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Chance 
correlations

between solar 
and climate 
parameters?

A further 
example of  

correlations:

(from the archive 
of the Swiss 

National Bank )

CarsCars

IndustryIndustry

ConstructionConstruction

SunspotsSunspots



Paths by Which Sun may Affect Paths by Which Sun may Affect 
ClimateClimate

�� Variations of total irradiance:Variations of total irradiance: change in total energy change in total energy 
input to Earthinput to Earth’’s atmospheres atmosphere

�� Variations of UV irradiance:Variations of UV irradiance: influence on influence on 
atmospheric chemistry (e.g. stratospheric ozone atmospheric chemistry (e.g. stratospheric ozone 
production and depletion)production and depletion)

�� Modulation of cosmic rays:Modulation of cosmic rays: has been proposed to has been proposed to 
affect cloud coveraffect cloud cover



Energy input to the 
Earth’s atmosphere

Total
Solar

Irradiance 
Variations

Sun-Climate: Possible Mechanisms



Sun-Climate: Possible Mechanisms

Changes in 
stratospheric 
chemistry

UV

Irradiance 
Variations



Sun-Climate: Possible Mechanisms

Changes in 
cloud cover

Modulation of 
cosmic rays 

flux



�0.1%0.1%

Measured total irradiance

C. Fröhlich, PMOD



Solar brightnessSolar brightness

SunspotsSunspots



Faculae

Area covered by faculae increases faster from Min. to 
Max. of solar activity than by sunspots



Magnetic Field & Brightness Changes

Model: Model: 
based on based on 
assumption assumption 
that that 
brightness brightness 
changes are changes are 
caused by caused by 
magnetic magnetic 
field at solar field at solar 
surface surface 

ObsObs.:.: by by 
various various 
InstrumentsInstruments



Solar Brightness and Climate

Solanki & Krivova 2003 JGR







We have started a gigantic experiment
with the only home we have, the Earth

... and we are dangerously close to 
letting it get out of control



Thank you for your attention!











Sunspots
UmbraUmbra Penumbra       Penumbra       GranuleGranule

Umbra:  Umbra:  
Temp = 4000Temp = 4000oo

Penumbra:Penumbra:
Temp = 5200Temp = 5200oo

Granules: Granules: 

Temp = 5500Temp = 5500oo



Faculae & the Network

Gas at 50 000o (EIT  He II)Gas at 8000o (Ca II K)



The Hot and Dynamic Corona

EUV Corona: Plasma at 
>1 Mio oC (EIT 195 Å)

Corona during an Eclipse
Artificial eclipse

(LASCO C3 / SOHO, MPS)



A Flare Near the Solar Limb

Gas at    
1 Million 
degrees 
(Corona)

Movie 
covers 4 

hours


